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Following the Book of Mormon from beginning to end, this comprehensive, question-and-answer

commentary draws from thousands of the very best insights on the scriptures including those from

General Authorities, Church magazines and manuals, the most respected scholarly commentaries,

scripture reference books, and other publications. This definitive volume brings the most unique,

most compelling, and most insightful comments on the Book of Mormon all to one place to help you

get more out of your personal scripture study. As we ask inspired questions and seek a deeper

understanding of the scriptures, we invite personal revelation to help us in our ever-changing

journey of life.
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I purchased this as a study help to accompany my reading of the Book of Mormon. I am only 35

pages in, but I am sold! I have learned more from reading those 35 pages than I have in the last 2

years of studying on my own and attending Sunday School. Most of the content is formatted in

question/answer form, with the question being directed to a small selection of verses and the

answer being a quote. The majority of the quotes are from church leaders, but there are also

secular sources now and then.If you enjoy studying the scriptures with a study guide, this book is

packed with quotes and other information that will only strengthen your testimony of the church.

This is the most comprehensive Book of Mormon study guide available. Instead of telling you what

certain verses mean, like those guide mentioned by other reviewers, this book provides evidence



through scripture and prophetic quotes. It is a great companion book to use for personal study and a

perfect aid for use during Gospel Doctrine and class discussion.What I found most interesting was

the eBook Version. This is the most comprehensive eBook that Deseret Book has released to date.

The eBook includes an astounding 600 additional pages of material over the paper copy. When I

read the scriptures on my iPad or iPhone, I find it extremely convenient to be able to quickly switch

from scripture study to the eBook to read the commentary.

We've been using this in our scripture study group and it is phenomenal. Our group has converts as

well as people who've been members their whole lives. Each person, regardless of time in the

church, is gaining something from this book. The break down couldn't be better and it's so easy to

use.

I received a copy of this for Christmas and love it. I purchased a second for my wife because we

can't share. When I discovered that there was additional content on the DB electronic edition, I

purchased that as well. I guess what I am saying is that I think I'm personally responsible for this

book being #1 on the DB best seller list. The commentary is different from anything you would get

anywhere else and I'm impressed with the questions and the charts inserted throughout the book.

Well done!

Really good book. I'm a gospel doctrine instructor in my ward. I always find something useful and

insightful for each lesson. I really like how it includes quite a few quotes from The Brethren and

General Conference. Good charts and extras in it also.I use it along with other commentaries and

resources. If someone asked me to recommend just one resource to use in their study of the Book

of Mormon...I would probably go with this one or the commentary by Skinner and Ogden. DCBM by

Millett and McConkie is good also, but this book contains more variety and not just doctrine straight

through, where some members would be a little overwhelmed.

WARNING! The contents of this book are great as most reviewers have observed,but there are a

couple of real peculiarities. One bit of praise is offered for the digital/electronic version. That version

is full of amazing additions to the basic book but at the moment (June 2016) it simply won't work on

a PC although it does OK on hand held devices. DB Corp recognized this and gave me another

book free (via "DB BookShelf") Amazing is the fact that the digital version on my Android phone

includes EVERYTHING on the physical book, the ENTIRE Book of Mormon itself, PLUS the extra



digital stuff. All this only costs $14.99 as compared to the hard copy by itself, lacking the digital

additions and the underlying scriptures for $29.99. CRAZY marketing ! ! DB, the publisher,

represents the "True Church" perhaps, but DB is certainly not the true publisher.

great insights - detailed at the verse level.

Excellent read, lots of background information that makes it easier to understand the writings in the

Book of Mormon. Very useful.
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